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DBL GROUP
IS NOW A

SUPERBRAND

A proud moment for DBL Group!
DBL is now a Superbrand!

DBL Group has won the ‘Superbrands’ award. Superbrands, the world’s largest independent arbiter of branding paid
a tribute to the most recognized and valuable brands of Bangladesh. Only the brands that have established
themselves to a meaningful height in terms of business value and contribution to consumer life throughout the years
have achieved this status.
A tribute event has been organized by Superbrands Bangladesh on 1 September 2018 at the Radisson Blu Dhaka
Water Garden to declare the Superbrands of Bangladesh. M. A. Jabbar, Managing Director of DBL Group, received
the award and promised to maintain the excellence in future as well.
Participation in Superbrands is by invitation only and offered to the most outstanding brands in their field. Attaining
Superbrands status strengthens a brand's position, adds prestige and reassures consumers and suppliers that they are
buying the best brand in its category.
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DBL recognized as a “Superbrand”

DBL wins “National Export Trophy”

DBL’s first shipment from Ethiopia
Academic Career Path Counseling
& Recognition of Meritorious Children
of DBL Family
“Dealer Reward Ceremony”
for dealers of DBL Ceramics
DBL Ceramics inaugurates its
“Branded Outlets”

Let me start by extending you a cordial
welcome to the current issue of our newsletter,
“Insight”. This issue covers some of our notable
and most recent milestones, initiatives,
progress, success and achievements in the
recent past.
DBL always believes in delivering the highest
quality to its stakeholders. Most recently, a
reflection of that came through the achievement of the “Superbrands”
status. DBL was also honored with the National Export Trophy for
extraordinary contribution to the Country’s export earnings. DBL has
also embarked upon another landmark in the form of its first
consignment from DBL Industries PLC, Ethiopia. The shipment was
made for H&M.
I would like to thank all our employees, who have so generously taken
ownership of their duties and responsibilities and developed DBL in a
manner that lets us take pride in its progress and accomplishments. In
this issue, we have shared, different employee development training
programs as well. These training sessions are helping our employees
become better equipped for future endeavors. We will be working
together in the coming days with utmost determination and dedication to
ensure that we can reach even bigger milestones beyond our
achievements so far, as we move forward. I wish everyone the best from
this issue of “Insight”.

Abdul Wahed
Chairman
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DBL’s First Shipment from Ethiopia

DBL Industries PLC
Mekelle, Ethiopia

The first consignment from DBL Industries PLC, Ethiopia has been shipped. The shipment was meant for H&M. The shipment left Ethiopia
on 27 July 2018.

DBL launches the 4th Edition of its Sustainability Report

DBL Group has launched its latest Sustainability Report. The new publication was unveiled by Md. Siddiqur Rahman,
President, BGMEA and M.A. Rahim, Vice Chairman, DBL Group, on 14 May 2018 at the BGMEA Head Office. During the
program, a number of Directors of BGMEA were also present. Being a signatory of the UN Global Compact, DBL Group has
been publishing Sustainability Reports following the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines.

Supply Chain Professional of the Year
Md. Shakhawat Hossain, COO, Eco Threads & Yarns (a
concern of DBL Group) has been awarded “Supply Chain
Professional of the Year” at Bangladesh Supply Chain
Excellence Award 2018, which was organized by IPDC in
association with Bangladesh Supply Chain Management
Society (BSCMS) on 21 July 2018 at ICCB, Dhaka.
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DBL Group wins National Export Trophy

DBL Group has been awarded National Export Trophy for the year of 2014-15 in the textile fabric category for its
extraordinary contribution to country's export earnings. From DBL Group, Abdul Wahed, Chairman has received the award
from Tofail Ahmed, Honourable Minister, Ministry of Commerce on 15 July 2018. Previously, DBL Group has been awarded
National Export Trophy for the year of 2010-11.

Discussion for the Water Security of Bangladesh
Ms.
Karin
M.
Krchnak, the new
Global Head of 2030
Water
Resources
Group (An initiative
of the World Bank),
and her team visited
DBL
Group’s
corporate office on 20
June 2018. During the
visit, they had a
meeting with M. A.
Jabbar,
Managing
Director of DBL
Group.
This is Ms. Krchnak’s first visit to Bangladesh and in the meeting, she discussed the challenges concerning the water security
of Bangladesh. DBL Group is in the work stream on Greater Dhaka Watershed Restoration and also on governance of the 2030
Water Resources Group (2030 WRG).
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Mothers@Work

As part of UNICEF’s Children’s Rights and Business Programme, DBL Group signed an Action Plan on 15 May 2018.
Mohammed Zahidullah, Head of Sustainability, signed the commitment from DBL.
Following the signing ceremony, a delegation led by UNICEF visited DBL Group’s Jinnat Complex on 16 May 2018. They also
interacted with the workers and visited the breastfeeding corners which were modified according to the requirement of
UNICEF’s Mothers@Work programme.

Yet another Green Initiative by DBL
In order to raise awareness among school going children on
biodiversity management and environment conservation,
DBL Group installed a rooftop nursery at Mariali Govt.
Primary School in Joydebpur which is under Gazipur City
Corporation. As a part of DBL Group's Tree Plantation
Program, DBL has provided the saplings, containers and the
logistics for the rooftop nursery to educate the young minds
on forestation and on good health and nutrition. Fruit trees
were planted in containers and seed beds were prepared on
the rooftop where the children of the school participated.

Factory Visit by DEG Team
A team from DEG including Antje Steiner, Director
Portfolio Management, Dominik Paris, Senior Manager
Environment and Social (E&S), Satawee Pusara, Investment
Manager Portfolio Management, and Faiyaz Hossain,
Analyst, visited DBL Group’s facilities on 9 May 2018.
They had a detailed factory tour and also went through the
various sustainability initiatives of DBL. Mahtab Morshed,
Chief Financial Officer, Mohammad Abul Hashem Patwary,
DGM, HR, and Mashook Mujib Chowdhury from the
Sustainability Department led the visit along with other
senior management officials of DBL.
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Enhancing Lifestyle

Shishu Polli Plus has set up a Beauty Parlor in the local community of Tepirbari, Mawna. The facility was inaugurated on 19
June 2018 by Trisha Silvester, Chair of Trustees of Shishu Polli Plus and Mohammed Zahidullah, Head of Sustainability of
DBL Group. Shishu Polli Plus is providing special discounts on the different beauty treatments at the parlor for the female
workers of DBL Group.

Changing Lives

A team from ICCO Cooperation (Interchurch Organization for Development Cooperation) and CDD (Centre for Disability in
Development) led by S.M Ali Hasnain Fatme, Corporate Affairs, CDD, visited DBL Group’s facilities on 11 July, 2018. During
the visit the team interacted with the Group’s employees with disabilities and observed their working environment.
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‘Academic Career Path Counseling & Recognition of Meritorious Children of DBL Family’

DBL Group organized a daylong program, ‘Academic Career Path Counseling & Recognition of Meritorious Children of DBL Family’. The program was dedicated to its employees’ children who passed with flying colors in their respective Board exams. It was held
on Saturday, 11 August, 2018 at Mymun Complex. The program was graced by M. A. Jabbar, Managing Director and M. A. Quader, Deputy Managing Director & Group CEO. The employees of DBL Group were accompanied by their family members as well.
Teachers from reputed universities like BUET, Dhaka University, BUTex, AUST, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Agricultural University and other reputed institutions also participated in the program.
The daylong program was divided into two sessions. The first session held in the morning was titled “Academic Career Path Counseling”. This session was designed for DBL family’s meritorious children who need proper guidance to build a successful career in the
future. The program gathered eminent academicians and scholars from reputed universities of our country. Teachers from different disciplines were present to counsel a good number of students who gathered to attend the session. Here, the academicians listened to
queries of the students and parents and addressed the queries by giving them proper direction to attain a successful career in the future. The second session held in the afternoon at the same venue was an initiative of appreciation for the meritorious children of the
employees and created a platform to share their concerns. At the end of the session, the students were handed over with an appreciation crest and prize money by the Deputy Managing Director & Group CEO.
Every year, DBL Group organizes such programs to encourage the children of its employees. Since its inception, DBL Group has been working for the betterment of its employees and their family’s education, health and overall improvement in the living standard.
These initiatives not only are an encouragement for DBL Group’s employees, but it also helps students to continue their education properly. DBL Group believes in working as a family and it wants to provide a harmonious workplace to its employees. Thus, it helps
create a good employer-employee relationship too.
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PUMA Annual Supplier’s Round Table Meeting

DBL Group participated in the PUMA Annual Supplier’s Round Table Meeting (SRTM) at Le Meridien Dhaka on 19 July 2018.
Imamul Hasan Lincoln from the Sustainability Department represented DBL Group at the Social Talk. Anne-Laure
Henry-Gréards from Better Work Bangladesh, Stephen Quinn from Accord, Nirvana Mujtaba from IOM and Md. Manjur
Morshed from GIZ were also present on the panel.

New Patterns-findings on Female Leadership and support for change in
Bangladeshi RMG factories

DBL Group participated in the Ready-Made Garment Productivity Project (RMGPP) workshop titled, “New Patterns-findings
on Female Leadership and support for change in Bangladeshi RMG factories” on 5 July 2018 at Lakeshore Hotel, Gulshan. The
workshop was jointly organized by the University of Oxford and Innovation for Poverty Action (IPA). From DBL Group,
Mohammed Zahidullah, Head of Sustainability, Nasima Khatun, Senior Executive, HR, Janata Khatun and Jesmin Akhter,
Sewing Supervisors joined as panelists on two different panels. Management representatives from Echotex, Standard Group,
and Beximco Group were also present among the other panelists at the workshop.
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Visit by Country Manager
of IFC
Wendy Werner, Country Manager of
International Finance Corporation (IFC)
for Bangladesh, Bhutan, and Nepal visited
DBL's corporate office for a meeting
regarding further investment opportunities
with DBL Group. M. A. Jabbar, Managing
Director of DBL Group and high officials
from IFC were present during the meeting.
DBL Group's '2020 Goal' and latest
Sustainability Report has also been shared
with Wendy Werner and IFC team during
her visit.

The Managing Director’s Visit to BEZA
M. A. Jabbar, Managing Director of DBL Group paid a courtesy
visit to Bangladesh Economic Zones Authority (BEZA) office on 4
July 2018. During his visit, he has presented the recently launched
Sustainability Report of DBL Group to Mr. Paban Chowdhury,
Executive Chairman of BEZA. Md. Harunur Rashid, Executive
Member (Investment Promotion) of BEZA was also present during
the visit.

Factory Visit by FMO
A team from The Netherlands Development Finance
Company (FMO) including Martijn de Groot, Investment
Officer; Charlotte van Andel, Senior Environmental and
Social Officer; Merel Kampmeinert, Senior Legal
Assistant; and Tianhan Ji, Associate, visited DBL Group’s
facilities on 16 May, 2018. They had a detailed factory tour
and also learned about the various sustainability initiatives
of DBL. Md. Rafiqul Anam, Executive Director, Thread
Manufacturing, Md. Zulfiquer Uddin Mollah, GM-Admin
& Head of Fire Safety –DBL Group, and Imamul Hasan
Lincoln from the Sustainability Department led the visit
along with other senior management of DBL.
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Visit by the Chairman of TurkishBangladesh Business Council
Ms. Laura Gok, Chairman of Turkish-Bangladesh
Business Council visited DBL Group corporate office on
28 June 2018. M. A. Jabbar, Managing Director of DBL
Group, Mohammed Zahidullah, Head of Sustainability,
DBL Group and Ashraful Haq Chowdhury, Managing
Director, Star Infrastructure Development Consortium
Limited were also present during the visit.

DBL Ceramics Inaugurates its Branded Outlets

DBL Ceramics wants to give its customers the unique experience of finest quality tiles from its wide range of product categories
including Technical Porcelain, Sugar Effect Tiles, Nano Crystal Polish, Glazed Porcelain and Wall Tiles. In that motto, DBL
Ceramics is continuously working to reach closer to the customers with Exclusive Branded Outlets where a person can experience
different ambiences featuring uniquely designed tiles. DBL Ceramics has inaugurated 4 Exclusive Branded Outlets in Mymensingh,
Gazipur, Kishoreganj and Jamalpur. High officials from DBL Ceramics and respected dignitaries from different areas were present
during the inauguration. The journey will be continued in the coming days as well.
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Dealer Reward Ceremony 2018

DBL Ceramics Limited organized “Dealer Reward 2018” ceremony on 11 August, 2018. The program was graced by Vice Chairman
of DBL Ceramics M. A. Rahim, Chief Operating Officer Syed Iqbal Karim, Chief Financial Officer Sheikh Tareq Zahir, and Head
of Sales Mohammad Khourshed Alam.
DBL Ceramics celebrated their achievement with its valued dealers and recognized them by presenting special rewards. Apart from
that, discussions took place regarding the overall business condition and future strategies. The program was held at Samson H
Chowdhury Centre, Dhaka Club.

“Gender and Public Space” Symposium Sponsorship

DBL Ceramics was the proud sponsor of the symposium ‘Gender and Public space’ which was organized by the Department of
Architecture, BRAC University, in collaboration with the Centre for Inclusive Architecture and Urbanism on 23 July 2018 at the
BRAC University, GDLN Centre. A good number of architects, policymakers and experts from concerned sectors attended the
symposium.
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BUET Materials Carnival 2018 Sponsorship
DBL Ceramics was the proud sponsor of
Materials Carnival 2018. The event was
held from 20 to 21 July 2018 and was
organized
by
Materials
and
Metallurgical Engineering (MME)
department, BUET. There were two
nationwide
competitions
namely
Inter-College STEM Olympiad and
Inter-University Poster Competition.
Almost 7000 students across the country
participated in these two competitions.
In the closing session and prize giving
ceremony, high officials from DBL
Ceramics, senior professors, and
students from different universities were
present. A. N. M. Anwarul Azim,
Director, DBL Group was the chief guest of this event. Md. Bayazed Bashar, AGM, Planning & Development, DBL Ceramics was
also there as the special guest. Dr. Fahmida Gulshan, Head of MME, BUET was the chair of this ceremony.

Career Counseling Seminar at Ahsanullah University of Science and Technology
DBL Group participated in the Career Counseling
Seminar at Ahsanullah University of Science and
Technology (AUST) organized by the Department of
Textile Engineering of AUST on 26 July 2018. Syed
Masudul Hasan, Executive Director-Group HR, Biplob
Barua, Deputy General Manager-Group HR and
Mohammed Zahidullah, Head of Sustainability were
among the speakers at the seminar. Md. Mamunur
Rashid, Senior Executive (L&D) – Group HR
coordinated the event. The objective of the seminar
was to help the students make the right choice for their
future careers at various positions in DBL Group.

Career Fair
DBL Group attended in a Career Fair on 09 May,
2018 organized by NRBJOBS.COM, Skills for
Employment Investment Program (SEIP) and
BKMEA (Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers &
Exporters Association). BSAHRP (Bangladesh
Society for Apparel HR Professional) is the
Associate partner of this Program. The program was
held at Sundarban Hotel, Karwan Bazar. Prospective
candidates of this fair were the graduate trainees of
different programs run by BKMEA. A large number
of job seekers came to DBL Stall. Many reputed
local and multinational organizations took part in the
event with their job opening.
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Training Session on “Stress Management”

Group HR of DBL organized a training session on “Stress Management” at the Corporate Office on 04 August 2018 for 22
mid-level management staff of different business units and departments of the corporate office. Syed Masudul Hasan,
Executive Director – Group HR facilitated the training program and Md. Mamunur Rashid, Senior Executive – Group HR
coordinated the training.
The aim of the stress management training is to introduce stress management techniques and strategies that executives and
managers can use to manage their distress in the workplace. The main objective of this series of training program is promoting
a learning environment within the organization.

Training Session on “TALEO”

Group HR of DBL organized a training session on “TALEO” (A recruitment solution in Oracle system) at the Corporate Office
on 07 August 2018. It is for introducing the new hiring process through automation. All department heads and hiring managers
were present at the training session.
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Training on “Conflict Management @ Workplace”
Group HR of DBL organized a training
session on “Conflict Management @
Workplace” at DBL Group Corporate
Office on 03 July 2018 for 32 mid-level
management staff of different business
units and departments of DBL Group.
Biplob Barua, Deputy General Manager –
Group HR facilitated the training
program and Md. Mamunur Rashid,
Senior Executive – Group HR
coordinated the event. The aim of conflict
management training is to introduce practical conflict resolution techniques and strategies that executives and managers can
effectively utilize while managing conflict in the workplace that results high performance of the organization.
Billal Patwary, ED – Group Finance and Syed Masudul Hasan, ED – Group HR were present in the inaugural session of the
training. Fostering a learning environment in the organization is the main objective of the training.

Other Training & Learning Sessions
DBL Group considers its employees as a resource for the organization. The Management of DBL Group always encourages its
employees to attend different training programs at home and abroad. This journey of developing employee skills by providing
them scopes to attend in-house, institution based, local and overseas training, workshops, conferences has been continuing for
a long time. Here, we are presenting a glimpse of some of the training sessions attended by DBL employees in recent past.

Training on Work Process & Responsibilities
of AOP

Training on Time Management & Assertiveness

Training on Power Generation & Distribution

Training on Generator Operation, Maintenance
& Safety

Training on Operation & Fire Safety of Stenter &
Dryer Machine

BGMEA Complex (12th Floor), 23/1 Panthapath Link Road, Karwan Bazar, Dhaka-1215
Phone: +880-2-55028040-47, 880-2-55028048-55, Fax: +880-2-8140214
Email: info@dbl-group.com, dblgroupbd
www.dbl-group.com
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